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Abstract. It is widely accepted in Distributed Artificial Intelligence that a crucial
property of artificial agents is theirautonomy. Whereas agent autonomy enables
features of agent-based applications like flexibility, robustness and emergence of
novel solutions, autonomy might be also the reason for undesired or even chaotic
agent behavior, and unmanageable system complexity. As a conceptual approach
to the solution for this “autonomy dilemma” of agent-based software engineering,
this work introduces theHolOMASframework for open multiagent systems based
on special meta-agents, so-calledMirror-Holons. Instead of restricting agent au-
tonomy by means of normative constraints and defined organizational structures
as usual, Mirror-Holons allow for the gradualuncouplingof agent interaction and
emergentsystem functionality. Their main purpose is the derivation and adaption
of social structure knowledgeand evolving stochasticalsocial programsfrom
the observation and compilation of agent communication and additional design
objectives. Social programs can either be executed by the Mirror-Holons them-
selves, or communicated to the agents and the system designer, similar to the
functionality of mass media like television or newspapers in human societies.

Keywords: Multiagent Systems, Holons, Agent Communication, Cybernetics,
Artificial Sociality, Autonomous Computing, Multiagent Coordination Media

1 Introduction

In [8, 9, 12], a novel approach to the design and control of open systems with truly
autonomous agents has been introduced, which aimed at the establishment of mech-
anisms for autonomy-preserving self-control of the system by means of thereflection
and propagation of socialexpectation structures. The main component of this architec-
ture is the so-calledSocial System Mirror, a MAS-middleware component which con-
tinuously observes agent communications, derives generalized social structures from
these observations (plus additional normative design objectives if required), and com-
municates (“reflects”) these structures back to the agents. Leaning onSocial Systems
Theory[2, 8], interaction structures like organizational structures [4], norms and agent
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roles are always the regularities (structures) of communication processes which have
to be represented as adaptive and normativeexpectations[8, 12] regarding the continu-
ations of these processes. The goals of a Social System Mirror (or “mirror” for short)
are the indirect, autonomy-preserving influencing of agent behavior by means of the
system-wide propagation of social structures towards quicker structure evolution and
higher coherence of communication structures without restricting agent autonomy, and
the provision of an evolutionary model of social structures for the MAS designer. While
a Social System Mirror models a single communication system and remains (apart from
the propagation of expectations) passively, the successor architectureHolOMAS, which
we introduce in this work, is able to model multiple communication systems at the same
time through multipleMirror-Holons in order to model large, heterogeneous systems.
In addition, Mirror-Holons can take action themselves by means of the execution of
emergent social programs which are generated from expectation structures.

A Mirror-Holon can be characterized informally as a

higher-order agent which “impersonates” an entire distributed, social program via
the synchronous or asynchronous execution of extrapolated multi-agent interaction tra-
jectories learned and revised i.a. by observation of multi-agent interactions.

Other agents, including other Mirror-Holons, can (besides their contribution of learn-
ing examples via their communications) optionally be involved in this execution process
as effectors, which execute commands in social programs in their respective environ-
mental domain, if they do not prefer to deny the respective command. In any case they
can influence the social programs accommodated by the Mirror-Holon through their
communication with peer agents. In addition, a Mirror-Holon can use given structures
in addition to learned structures also (e.g., norms and protocols).

Since Mirror-Holons are agents that in some sense comprise “lower-level” agents
and can be comprised recursively by higher-level, similarly constructed Mirror-Holons
themselves recursively (forming a so-calledholarchie), HolOMAS is strongly related to
theHolonconcept [27]. Nevertheless, there is an important difference between Mirror-
Holons and traditional agent holons (e.g. [24]): A Mirror-Holon does not contain sets of
agents, but instead actively represents a certainsocial functionalitywhich is identified
in form of regularities in the observed communications, without disregarding the au-
tonomy of his adjoint lower-order actors. This allows for a flexible, more or less loose
coupling of desired system functionality and lower-order agent behavior (although a
governing of lower-order agents by means of social norms and sanctions is also option-
ally possible).
Since the holon concept of HolOMAS is based on the observation of agent interactions
which can be used to coordinate agents behavior in turn, HolOMAS is also related to
the theory ofcoordination spaces[25].

We expect that the concept of Mirror-Holons opens up prospects of autonomous
software systems where on the one hand agent autonomy should not (or can not) be



restricted, and on the other hand a fast, reliable system behavior is required (so to speak
“real-time multiagent systems”). They are also expected to provide consistent, reliable
and homogenous computational representations of open systems (e.g., virtual organiza-
tions) which otherwise can not guarantee such properties due to, e.g., internal conflicts
and incoherencies.

The further sections of this paper are organized as follows: The next section in-
troduces the basic concepts of Mirror-Holons. Section 3 outlines the central aspect of
our framework, the empirical derivation of expectation structures (represented as so-
calledexpectation networks), Section 4 describes how holon programs can be induced
from empirically obtained social structures, and Section 5 outlines how multiple Mirror-
Holons emerge and communicate. Finally, Section 6 points out open research problems
and motivates future work.

2 Mirror-Holons

Since symbolic, deniable communications with a more or less indefinite result in terms
of subsequent actions is the only way for truly autonomous agents to overcome their
opaqueness, agent sociality can be modeled in terms of emergent, evolving expectation
structures of communication processesonly [8]. Because ultimatively the meaning of
communications lies in their expected consequences, in [8, 9, 19, 12] we have therefore
introduced expectation structures regarding communicative actions (therefore, some-
times called “communication structures”) as a universal means for the modeling of
social structures. Such (social) expectation structures integrate both normative expecta-
tions (expectations which describe how someoneshouldbehave) and adaptive expecta-
tions derived empirically from the actual behavior, which might be in open systems with
a heterogeneous, fluctuating set of black-box-agents the only way to determine commu-
nication semantics. According to the concept ofautopoiesis[2], expectation structures
of social systems are more or less stable and reproduce themselves in order to provide
a context for further communication despite the mental opaqueness of actors.
A formal framework for the representation of expectation structures can be found in
[19] and (in a revised, abbreviated version, together with a learning algorithm) in [11].

A Mirror-Holon is a higher-order agent that comprises the behavioral spectrum
of multiple lower-order yet intelligent and autonomous agents. To distinguish “ordi-
nary” agency from such higher-order-agency, we introduce the taxonomy below of so-
cial structures in terms of the sort of agent communications that contribute to these
structures. Social expectation structures model sets of communication processes, which
are, in our usage of this term, sequences of elementary communications coupled by
a relation calledcommunicative adjacency. Communicative adjacency indicates that
communication subsequent to another communication expresses implicitly or explicitly
the understanding and referencing of the preceding communications. Communication
processes can, from an observers perspective, be identified as trajectories of communi-
cation acts (especially utterances using some formal communication language). Since
communication processes are the most elementary kind of observable sociality, we use



them as the empirical evidence for the modeling of social systems [2], and in particular
of so-calledspheres of communication(cf. section 3).

Social expectation structures and the communications they are modeling can be
given a (informal) hierarchy as follows:

First-order expectation structures are social expectation structures which describe
the inner coherence and correlations of communication processes, but not their
boundaries of validity. Unaware of latent information about the participating agents
respectively their hidden intentions and goals, and if agents do not contradict them-
selves, first-order expectation structures can only describe expectations which are
communicated explicitly, because agents aim for a consistent, justified and reliable
communicational behavior towards other agents temporarily. First-order expecta-
tion structures are thus not able to model phenomena like insincerity or fraudulence
as long as they are not communicated explicitly. Typical examples for first-order
expectation structures arespheres of commitment[7] and closed-system structures
like simple virtual organizations. E.g., an auction protocol which is not aware of
insincere agents that might break contracts (and consequently does not provide
counter-measures like sanctions) can be considered as a first-order expectation
structure.

Higher-order expectation structures are social structures that model first-order (second-
order...) social structures we call second-order (third-order...) social structures. If an
observer models processes of higher-order communications, and he trusts the com-
municated propositions (about other communications), then she can easily obtain
higher-order expectation structures from the message content.

An example for the use of second-order expectation structures is the following sce-
nario: In a discussion, employees of some organization hold opinionA. Suddenly
their boss steps into the office. In the continuation of the discussion, the employ-
ees hold opinion¬A. Whereas the discussion before and after the appearance of
the boss would be modeled using two mutually inconsistent first-order expectation
structures, second-order expectation structures would relate both first-order struc-
tures and explain the transition from one to the other with the entry of the boss into
the office.

Seemingly, from thepassivemodeling of communication processes in order to fore-
cast the interactional behavior of a set of agents to theactiveparticipation it is only a
small step. We could describe an active higher-order agent as an entity that derives
so-calledactualexpectation structures from empirical observations, maintains an other
set of expectation structures (so-calledgoal structures, e.g. predefined by the system
designer or empirically obtained also), and aims at a minimization of the differences
of these two sets of expectation structures in a rational way by taking action himself
(especially by means of communication) in one or both of these two agents domains
(actual and goal)1. Doing so, Mirror-Holons are not only emergent from lower-order

1 Acting in order to manipulate the agents domain “physically” and directly (not using symbolic
interactions) can be modeled as a certain kind ofindirect communication, too. So “ordinary”,



agents’ behavior, but they can be goal-directed with goals emergent from observed be-
havior also. A Mirror-Holon is thus also an agent with the peculiar feature that its so-
cial belief and its goals are (at least partially, depending from the type of Mirror-Holon,
as explained below) obtained at run-time in form of emergent expectation structures.
Therefore, Mirror-Holons can be used to influence a multiagent systemfrom out of it-
self instead of an external instance like in usual approaches to multiagent control (for
example, in [9], we have shown how a Social SystemMirror (a simple kind of Mirror-
Holon, cf. below) can be used as a CASE-tool for agent-oriented software development
for the purpose of the derivation and propagation of expectation structures in an evolu-
tionary MAS design process). In some sense, this concept is a reversal of the concept of
“cognitive” agents that are enabled to interact socially (e.g., [16]), since the cognition
and acting of Mirror-Holons are seen as an outcome of observed communications and
not the other way round as usual.

This concept ofgoal structuresemerging fromactual structures(the actual, empir-
ical social communication structures of the MAS at a certain time) would be of no use
if the goal structures and the actual structures were identical. There are several possi-
bilities to obtain goal structures different from actual structures, e.g. by

– Synthesizationof goal structures from the informational contributions of multi-
ple, heterogenous communication sources (either agents or peers in open P2P net-
works). Using techniques likesocial reification[13–15], this synthesization can
provide reasonable results even in case of inconsistent informational input (e.g.
conflictive behavior). Possible applications are, e.g., the propagation of the result-
ing structures in order to improve the social reasoning of agents and/or the system
designer (similar to the effect of publicmass medialike television or books on
human societies.). This improvement is especially useful for the unveiling ofso-
cial conflicts[26]. Examples for the application of synthesized social structures are
Open OntologiesandOpen Knowledge Bases, which—in contrast to traditional in-
formation media—maintain, weigh and socially reify semantically conflictive (con-
ceptual or instantiated) knowledge computationally [13–15].

– Biasing of actual, empirical structures by means of normative structures which
were predefined by the system designer in order to filter out undesired behavior
and strengthen desired behavior using sanctions or argumentation. Such structures
can result from schemes likeRNS[18].

– Simplification and accelerationof communication structures. Goal structures can
be obtained from the compilation of actual expectation structures using modifi-
cations in order to make them more simple, fast and reliable. If the respective
Mirror-Holon is sufficiently powerful, it could even enact observed communication
processes (for a certain period of time) in its domainwithout the further participa-
tion of the agents that contributed to these processes, whereas a “weaker” Mirror-
Holon could act as a “communication catalyzer” that makes use of the agents as

non-interactive acting is included within this rational social behavior, too, as long as the “phys-
ical actions” have asignificant impact on behavior of the other agents.



effectorsto put physical actions occurring in these processes into action. In both
cases, the Mirror-Holon would act as a more or less complete replacement of the
observed multiagent system (we speak about aFunctional Mirror-Holon (cf. Sec-
tion 2.3) in this case).

– Mergingof the structures of multiple social systems.

This list is not exhaustive, and combinations of these approaches are also imaginable.

Each Mirror-Holon possesses two communicationports: The unidirectionalsource
port is used to observe communications that occur in thesource domain(goals), whereas
the bidirectionaltarget portis used to both, observe communication and participate ac-
tively in communication in thetargeted domain. We use the term “domain” in a quite
broad sense, denoting observable events generated by agents during interaction and
physical phenomena. For a Mirror-Holon, a certain “physical” domain is of course only
indirectly accessible by means of the observation of communications. Source and tar-
geted communications are typically generated by different sets of agents (including
other Mirror-Holons), but as with the original Social System Mirror, it might be rea-
sonable to have a non-empty intersection (i.e., an interaction domain influences itself).
From the input obtained from these ports the Mirror-Holon derives twoexpectation net-
works(ENs) [8, 9, 19, 11, 12]. An EN is a concrete, graph-based formal representation
form for expectation structures (cf. below for details). Participating using the target port
means communication with the aim to reduce the difference of the expectation struc-
tures obtained from source and target port by means of taking action using the target
port (more precisely: minimizing the probability that the expected continuation of agent
communication observed via the target port deviates from the expected source port com-
munications). The concrete goals of a Mirror-Holon is thus determined at run-time from
the source port—a Mirror-Holon acts towards his targeted audience like a representant
of the source structures. In addition, each Mirror-Holon is optionally equipped with a
number of normative expectation structures which serve as an a-priori presetting for the
source expectation structures build in by the system designer.

2.1 Expectation networks

Expectation networks, introduced in [8], are graphs that represent expectation structures
formally—specifically, they represent the empirically obtained probability distribution
of all significant future event sequences resulting from the observance of the agents and
their environment. They can also be used to pre-define expectation structures designed
manually by the system designer, modeling e.g. normative expectations directed to the
agents in order to restrict their behavior. Expectation networks may need to be adapted
if unexpected newly observed events occur, and might subsume communicative ac-
tions as well as non-symbolic “physical” events. Expectation networks can be modeled
in multiple levels of generalization to enable the description of under-specified utter-
ances, communication patterns, collaboration-emergent meaning (e.g., shared opinions
of agent groups) and agent roles (which are basically generalized agent behavior pat-
terns). Expectation networks also provide a common ground which contextualizes an
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Fig. 1. An expectation network

communication act within a discourse. They are furthermore able to represent not only
dynamic (i.e. adaptable) expectation, but alsonormativeexpectations (e.g. laws), which
remain stable even if they contradict actual behavior. Please refer to [12, 19] for a de-
tailed, formal description of expectation networks.

Figure 1 shows a very simple expectation network that represents the structure of
a discourse of two agents (or two agent roles, respectively). For simplicity, we use a
graphical notation which is slightly different compared to the full notation. Nodes (de-
picted as squares) are labeled with message templates (in a formal agent communica-
tion language) or the special symbols “⊥” (denoting the end of a conversation) and “?”
(denoting an unknown or uninteresting continuation). Nodes are connected by edges
(shown as arrows) labeled with numericalexpectabilities, which denote the probability
that the respective message(s) occur subsequently. These probabilities are derived from
observed frequencies of the respective message sequences in the past. The thickness of
edges represents thenormativenessof the respective expectability and the numerical
value in square brackets denotes itsdeviancy. An edge with high normativeness (thick
arrow) represents an expectation which has proved itself as empirically stable in the
long term, which is a typical property of expectations obtained from laws and other
social norms. The deviancy is the difference of long-term and short-term expectabil-
ity, corresponding to the expectability of agent behavior which deviates from a social
norm. Substitution lists appear in rounded boxes. A substitution list denotes a social
role the listed agents can impersonate. For this purpose, the message templates contain
role variables (RoleA andRoleB) that can be bounded to each of the list entries, pro-
vided this bounding is done in a consistent way along the respective network path. An
expectation network can begeneralizedin two ways: First, a single expectation network
might describe the expectations regarding multiple message sequences due to different
instantiations of role variables (a Mirror-Holon might be able to obtain these roles au-
tomatically from the unification of syntactically matching message sequences observed
for different agents as described in [8, 12]). Second, each message sequence is expected



to be repeatable without precondition if the root of the corresponding path does not have
any incoming edges. The numerical expectabilities correspond to thefrequencyof ob-
served message trajectories in the past that unify syntactically with the respective paths.
Theoretically, an expectation network must contain a path for every possible sequence
of messages, but in practice, edges with a very low or unknown probability are omitted.

2.2 Structure enactment and execution

Likewise there are multiple ways to obtain holon goal structures from actual empirical
structures (social programs, mainly), there are also multiple possibilities for the enact-
ment of goal (i.e. source) structures by means of Mirror-Holon communication using
the target port:

– Influencing through informationaims for a change of the behavior of agents (in the
targeted domain) by means of informing them about otherwise tacit social struc-
tures (in a way similar to the influencemass mediahave in human societies). These
information depend from the source structures obtained from the source port, but
do not necessarily be exhaustive or true (e.g., a Mirror-Holon might be able to lie
in order to influence the target domain).

– Argumentation, negotiation and sanctioningare discourse practices of social agents
which can be likewise performed by Mirror-Holons. Since Mirror-Holons are pri-
marily thought as control instruments used by the system designer, a Mirror-Holon
usually has more power in terms of the enactment of positive or negative sanctions
it can impose on “ordinary” agents.

– Direct enactmentof goal structures requires that the Mirror-Holon has direct access
to the target domain. In this case, the Mirror-Holon puts communication acts and
other events into actioninstead ofor in collaboration with the agents within the
target domain.

In general, Mirror-Holons have the following architecture (cf. fig. 2). As we’ll see
later, this general architecture, which is influenced fromSocial Systems Theory[2] and
Second-Order Cybernetics[28], allows for a lot of variety.

Definition. A (general)Mirror-Holon is defined as a structure

(sourceKB, targetKB, defaultKB , sourceUpdate, targetUpdate) where

– sourceKB : EN is the current model of the source domain (“KB” stands for
knowledge base, which means here a set of social structures, i.e.social knowl-
edge). This model is given as an expectation network (EN ) or some stochastically
equivalent representation formalism which represents a probability distribution of
events (especially communicative actions) that is incrementally updated from ob-
served messages.
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Fig. 2. General Mirror-Holon

– targetKB : EN is the current model of the targeted domain. It is also represented
as an expectation network, and adapted dynamically. Some types of Mirror-Holons
do not use this model (cf. below).

– defaultKB : EN is the initial content ofsourceKB. It serves as a normative, a
priory bias for the learning ofsourceKB from observations, and helps to avoid the
bootstrapping problem which might occur otherwise in case no reasonable, struc-
turally relevant input can be accumulated through the source port initially.

– sourceUpdate : EN ×ACL → EN is a function which updates the source model
after the observance of a messagem ∈ ACL, whereby ACL is some agent commu-
nication language. This process of source model adaptation is calledgeneralization
(of observed communication processes). It has the following two aspects:Timely
generalization, i.e., the extrapolation of communication trajectories into the future,
androle/social program generalization, i.e., the abstraction of behavioral patterns
from concrete agents.

– targetUpdate : EN × ACL → EN likewise updates the target model (including
events the respective Mirror-Holon has generated by itself).

We provide two different functions for the update of source and target model in
order to allow different algorithms. E.g., it might be useful to do strong filtering
and generalization of the source model to obtain consistent, stable goal structures,
whereas the targeted domain is modeled as accurate as possible to enable an effec-



tive influencing of the targeted audience.

If at least one Mirror-Holon appears in a multiagent system, we talk about aHolO-
MAS(“Holonic Open Multiagent System”).

A single HolOMAS can accommodate more than one Mirror-Holon to enable diver-
sification of expectation structures into multiplespheres of communication(cf. Section
3 and 5). To allow the observation of agent communication, the Mirror-Holons are sup-
posed to have access to some sort of shared memory (whiteboard) the agents use to
make some or all of their messages and other actions observable for the Mirror-Holon
(source and target port), and in order to allow the Mirror-Holon to emit events directed
to the agents (using its target port). Since it would be rather off-topic, we do not con-
sider technical details and privacy issues regarding such communication media here.

In general, the process a Mirror-Holon performs can be described as follows (the
so-calledMirror-Holon Cycle):

1. targetKB := ∅

2. sourceKB := defaultKB

3. messagesource := pull(sourcedomain)

4. sourceKB := sourceUpdate(sourceKB,messagesource)

5. messagetarget := pull(targeteddomain)

6. targetKB := targetUpdate(targetKB, messagetarget)

7. subst := unifier(sourceKB, targetKB)

8. ∆ := subst(sourceKB)− targetKB

9. put(targetdomain, ∆)

10. go to step 3

whereby the following additional procedures are used:pull denotes a function which
waits for and reads the latest event (e.g. message) that occurred in the respective domain.
unifier computes a list of role variable and agent name substitutions such that the appli-
cation of this substitutions list as a functionsubst onsourceKB makes this expectation
network as similar as possible totargetKB by means of an appropriate renaming of
variables and agent names, i.e.,unifier finds the most general unifier for the matching
parts of the two expectation networks. The infix function ’−’ (step 8) calculates the



difference of two expectation networks and results in a list of subsequent Mirror-Holon
communications which minimizes this difference ofsourceKB andtargetKB with
the highest probability using the lowest number of single communications.put emits
this communication sequence to the targeted audience. “Difference” means the graphi-
cal tree-distance of the two ENs here.

As a simple example, imagine a source model which contains the following ex-
pectation network paths (we use a textual representation here instead of the graphical
notation that should be self-explanatory):

RoleA → RoleB : DeliverGoods(...)
99K (0.9) RoleB → RoleA : FulfillPayment(...)
99K (0.1) RoleB → RoleA : DenyPayment(...)

For some trading scenario, this course of events can be considered as ideal (just1%
expectation of denial of payment). These expectations might have been obtained in a
closed source domain with sincere and reliable trading agents, or could have been pre-
defined viadefaultKB by the MAS designer. In contrast, the target model shall contain
the following structures:

RoleX → RoleY : DeliverGoods(...)
99K (0.5) RoleY → RoleX : FulfillPayment(...)
99K (0.5) RoleY → RoleX : DenyPayment(...)

A Mirror-Holon with the task to correct undesired behavior occurring in the target
domain would find a high deviancy of the target expectation network in comparison
with the source structures, and should perform appropriate sanctions as follows:

AgentY → AgentX : DenyPayment(...)
99K (1) MirrorHolon → AgentY : Sanctioning(...) where theAgent... are in-
stances of the respective agent roles.

In the case target and source domain are equal, andRoleY (respectively the instanc-
ing agents) deviates from its expected behavior because it is unaware of some fact (e.g.,
legal powers), the Mirror-Holon could alternatively (or in addition) act as a Social Sys-
tem Mirror and just informRoleY about the possible consequences of its behavior.

However, after some cycles, the influence of the Mirror-Holon should lead to rea-
sonably adapted target structures, e.g.:

RoleX → RoleY : DeliverGoods(...)
99K (0.8) RoleY → RoleX : FulfillPayment(...)
99K (0.2) RoleY → RoleX : DenyPayment(...)



2.3 Special Mirror-Holons

Obviously, the computation of function ’−’ within the Mirror-Holon Cycle is problem-
atic, and we doubt that it can be computed efficiently for the general case2. It is also
not completely clear yet what “minimizing the difference” of two expectation networks
means. For now, we can define this only for special cases: If− results in a sequence of
holonic communications that makes the target communication equal to the source com-
munication, the Mirror-Holon surly succeeded in obtaining its goal at least temporary.
For these reasons, we introduce in the following more “manageable” Mirror-Holon sub-
types derived from the general case described above.

Social System Mirror (cf. Figure 3)

A Social System Mirror [8, 9] is a Mirror-Holon with the following specific prop-
erties:

– The targeted domain is a part of its source domain, i.e. a domain influences
itself at least to some degree. Such influencing mimicsmass medialike tele-
vision, books and newspapers in human societies, where information (possibly
strongly biased by norms and a-priory knowledge) appear to be related to the
needs and the behavior of persons who do not necessarily have been involved
directly in the creation of these information (e.g. readers of a newspaper). In
the special case the targeted domain is the same as the source domain, and
defaultKB = ∅, we would obtain a truly self-influencing of the domain.

– The Mirror-Holon emits meta-communications (communications about com-
munications) only(i.e., technically, the content of the generated utterances
consist of information about expectation structures only. In particular, a Social
System Mirror does not “impersonate” the acting within the source domain.)

– A Social System Mirror does not impose sanctions on its targeted domain. In
the most basic case, the target port even works in one direction (emit messages)
only, and the holon simply generates mass communication (1 : n; where n is
the number of agents in the targeted domain). The idea behind this is that the
targeted audience should select relevant information from the mirror commu-
nication itself, electively querying a “socially-aware, open knowledge base”
[13–15].
Of course, this property could be omitted or relaxed, if necessary, and in any
case, a Social System Mirror is able toinformabout sanction and social norms.

The two main purposes of Social System Mirrors are 1) the informational influenc-
ing of evolving open agent systems during the design phase [9], comparable to a

2 Of course, we couldincrementally compute random Mirror-Holon behavior e.g. using a ge-
netic algorithm, and hope that this eventually leads to the desired structures.



Fig. 3. Social System Mirror

CASE tool, and 2) the enhancement of the social capabilities of the targeted agents
by means of enhancing their knowledge about the social system structures.

Normative Mirror-Holon A Normative Mirror-Holon(a subtype of the Social System
Mirror) does not make use of its source port (sourceUpdate does nothing), and
defaultKB is not empty. Thus it is a means for the propagation of social norms and
static knowledge. It can be used, e.g., to communicate normative action constraints
to autonomous agents (if the scheme can be translated into expectation networks as
it is possible for role-based obligation schemes like RNS [18]).
Optionally, it can be equipped with the ability to argue and/or impose sanctions for
norm-deviant agent behavior.

Functional Mirror-Holons are Mirror-Holons which represent suitable social struc-
tures (social programs[2, 8, 9]) as executable programs, which are inductively de-
rived, evaluated and adopted duringrun-time of the MAS. We call both the original
social structures and the derived computational programs “social programs”3.

Synchronous-Functional Mirror-Holon (SFMH) (cf. Figure 4)
A SFMH is a Functional Mirror-Holon that works as a functional representa-
tion of social expectation structures. Its functionality is based on the interpre-
tation of expectation structures as social programs. These can e.g. be ENs (ex-

3 The term “functional” is used to emphasize the priority of social functionality over non-
functional, redundant structural determination according to [2].



Fig. 4. Synchronous-Functional Mirror-Holon

ecuted by means of stochastic simulation, cf. Section 4), or declarative, func-
tional programs in the computer-scientific sense. In the latter case (which can
only be sketched here for lack of space), each SFMH represents itssourceKB
as an adaptive set of function definitions, which are continuously and induc-
tively learned from observed communication acts (in the context of other com-
munication acts and other observable events). Each function represents a cer-
tain generalized sequence of correlated agent action events, similar to the paths
in the expectation network.
The SFMH communicates the content ofsourceKB to the agents in the same
way a Social System Mirror communicates expectation structures to enhance
or update their own social belief. But in addition, the agents can alsocall the
inductively learned “social functions” like communications macros, and the
evaluation of each function can in turn create “calls” of further agent behav-
ior. Therefore, a SFMH works in interaction with other agents with the aim to
make their social behavior more efficient.

Asynchronous-Functional Mirror-Holon (AFMH) (cf. Figure 5)
An AFMH is a variant of the SFMH, with the important difference that it sep-
arates the process of continuous observation and learning of expectation struc-
tures on the one hand, and the execution of the derived social programs on
the other (in Figure 5 called “evaluation”) timely and organizationally. Follow-
ing Social Systems Theory, the loose coupling between these two processes is
calledirritation (of the structures represented by the social programs).

An AFMH does not inform the targeted agents to put the inductively derived
action functions into practice, but instead performs the recorded and extrapo-
lated sequences of agent actions by itself, or, alternatively,forcesthe targeted



Fig. 5. Asynchronous-Functional Mirror-Holon

agents to execute them by means of normative power.

AFMHs have the big advantage that they do not require a model of the target
domain and thus do not need to calculate the difference of source and target
model to obtain optimal target communications—instead, they more or less
copy and replace the observed MAS. More specifically, the calculation of the
difference of source and target model is trivial, because it always results in the
source model. However, usually an AFMH simplifies and speeds up the source
structures before execution. AFMHs are most useful if the Mirror-Holon just
needs to execute communicative acts which have a physical impact and not just
a symbolic meaning.

Because of their simplicity and generality, we have chosen AFMHs for this
work as the concrete example type for Mirror-Holons in the next sections,
whereas we do not go into detail about the other types.

3 Empirical Semantics

As we have seen, a Mirror-Holon can be thought as an acting impersonator of expec-
tation structures. Therefore, the by far most important task for a Mirror-Holon is the
derivation of communication meaning. In this section, we provide only an informal
overview of the central aspects of our communication model. Please consult [11, 17]
for details and a formal framework.

Although many approaches to the semantics of agent communication languages
(ACL) have already been proposed, it is widely realized in distributed artificial intelli-
gence that a comprehensive understanding of agent communication is still outstanding.



While it is relatively easy to define a proper formal semantics for the so-called “content
level” of agent languages (in contrast to the speech act illocution encoded by means of
performatives), like it has been done for, e.g., KIF [20], there is still no general model of
the actualeffectsof utterances in social encounters, a field which is traditionally studied
in linguistical pragmatics and sociological theories. Currently, two major speech-act-
based [21–23] approaches to this aspect of agent communication (i.e. “semantics” in
a broader sense, covering both traditional linguistic sentence semantics and pragmat-
ics) exist, if we do not count plain interaction protocols (in some sense primitive social
semantics) and other low-level formalisms like message passing. The oldermentalis-
tic approach (e.g. [6, 3]) specifies the meaning of utterances by means of a description
of the mental states of the respective agents (i.e., their beliefs and intentions), while
the more recent approaches to ACL semantics (e.g. [5, 1]) try to determine commu-
nication from anobjectivisticpoint of view, focussing on public language rules. The
former approach has two well-known shortcomings, which eventually led to the devel-
opment of the latter: At least in open multiagent systems, agents appear more or less
as black boxes, which makes it in general impossible to impose and verify a seman-
tic described in terms of cognition. Furthermore, they make simplifying but unrealistic
assumptions to ensure mental homogeneity among the agents, for example that the in-
teracting agents were benevolent and sincere. Objectivist semantics in contrast is fully
verifiable, it achieves a big deal of complexity reduction through limiting itself to a
small set of normative rules, and has therefore been a significant step ahead. But it
oversimplifies social processes, and it does not have a concept of semantics dynamics
and evolution. In general, we doubt that the predominately normative, static and def-
inite concepts of current approaches to ACL semantics, borrowed from the study of
programming languages and interaction protocols, are adequate to cope with concepts
crucial for the successful deployment of agents to heterogeneous, open environments
with changing populations like the internet. Of course, this issue is less problematic for
particular environments, where agent benevolence and sincerity can be presumed and
agent behavior is relatively restricted, but for upcoming information-rich environments
like the Semantic Web, three particular communication-related properties, which are
traditionally associated with human sociality, deserve increased attention: 1) meaning is
usually theresultof multiple heterogeneous, possibly indefinite and conflicting commu-
nications, 2) benevolence and sincerity can not be assumed, and 3) homogenous mental
architectures and thus the uniform processing of communicated information cannot be
assumed also.

The meaning of utterances has two dimensions that need to be covered by a com-
prehensive approach to the semantics of agent communication (the term "semantics"
here always in the broader computer scientific meaning including pragmatics, not just
the more abstract linguistic sentence meaning): First, the sentence level, which is the
aspect of meaning that is traditionally subject of linguistical semantics. This aspect of
meaning is contextualized with an environmental description in the form of a (assum-
ably) consented ontology. In addition, a calculus to describe objects and events within
the environment the respective utterance refers to has to be provided, for example pred-
icate logic and temporal modalities. The second dimension of meaning, its pragmatics



(i.e., the actual use and effect of utterances in social encounters), contributes by far
the most difficulties to current distributed artificial intelligence. This is mainly due to
agent autonomy, which makes it extremely difficult to obtain deterministic descriptions
of agent behavior. Thus, current objectivist approaches either deliberatively avoid prag-
matics at all, or try to impose pragmatical rules in a normative manner (leaving beside
mentalistic approaches, which are not suitable for black- or gray-box agents in open
system for obvious reasons).

The communication model we propose is grounded inSocial Systems Theory[2],
as it has been adopted for the modeling of expectation structures of artificial agents [8]4.

In our communication models [8, 19, 11, 17], calledEmpirical SemanticsandEmpirical-
Rational Semantics, which we can only outline here, a single communication attempt
can be seen as a request to act in conformance with the information expressed by the
utterance, or respectively to establish a requested future state (this includes both as-
sertions of propositional information and requests to perform actions). In contrast to
non-communicative events, an utterance has no (significant) direct impact on the phys-
ical environment. Instead, its consequences are achieved socially, and, most important,
the addressee is free to deny the communicated proposition. Since an utterance is al-
ways explicitly produced by a self-interested agent to influence the addressee, commu-
nicated content can not be “believed” directly (except in the case the addressee could
have derived its truth/usefulness herself and a communication would thus be rather un-
necessary), but needs to be accompanied with social reasons given to the addressee to
increase the probability of an acceptance of the communicated content. This can be
done either explicitly by previous or subsequent communications (e.g., “If you comply,
I’ll comply too”), or implicitly by means of generalizations from past events (e.g., trust).
The expected communication events which are triggered by a certain communication
(in the context of the preceding communication process) in order to support the aims
of this communication we call (informally for now) therational hull of the triggering
communication. The rational hulls of communications specify inter alia indirectly the
social relationships which steer the acceptance or denial of communicated content ac-
cording the public communication attitudes the agents exhibit (their public intentional
stances, so to say), e.g., by argumentation and sanctioning. Typically, a rational hull is
initially quite indefinite and becomes increasingly definite in the course of interaction,
provided that the agents work towards mutual understanding of their ostensible goals
(this of course does not entail consensus).
Our model is centered around the following terms, which we propose primarily as em-
pirical replacements and supplements for terms used in traditional ACL semantics, like
message content and commitment.

Social expectation structures (communication structures)As already described, so-
cial expectation structures are the part of the expectation structures consisting of
social expectations that result from communication processes and constrain future
communications. The visible effect a certain utterance brings about in the social
expectation structures is the semantics of this utterance if no a-priori or mental

4 The term “agent” always shall denote both ordinary agents and Mirror-Holons.
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knowledge about the respective actor is available.

Utterances An agent action event with the following properties: 1) it is occurring under
mutual observation of the communicating agents, 2) without considering social ex-
pectation structures, the event would have a very low probability (e.g., it is unlikely
that sentences are uttered without the intention to communicate), 3) its expected
consequences in terms of physical expectation structures only are of low relevance
(think of the generation of sound waves through human voice), and 4) considering
social expectation structures, the event needs to be informative, i.e., its probability
must be lower 1 and must result in a change of expectations. For utterances using
a formal language and reliable message passing, criteria 1) to 3) are clearly met. In
our model, each utterance encodes one or moreprojections.

Projections Our replacement to the term “content” used in the context of formal lan-
guages like KIF (used to represent the propositional so-called “inner level” of mes-
sages described in speech act based ACLs like KQML). A projection is the part of
the expectation structures which is selected through an utterance to inform the ad-
dressee. Of course, each utterance can also encode multiple projections at the same
time. A projection can be considered to be a set of goal states within the EN the
uttering agent strives for rationality, at least allegedly for the time of the respective



sphere of communication(see below). Therefore, these goals need not be the true
goals of the uttering agent, but at least for some time the agent acts “as if” they
were.
The most basic kind of projection is obtained throughdemonstrative acting, where
the uttering agent encodes its goals by means of “playing-act”. Another possibility
is to encode a projections within the traditional speech act form, or as a so-called
elementary communication act (ECA) as described in [11]. The latter is more or
less a set of pointers at agent-individual goalstates of an EN. We consider all kinds
of speech acts to be encodable as sets of ECAs together with constellations of
given expectation structures (e.g. a command could be encoded as the ECA de-
scribing the goal of the command together with additional ECAs to sanction the
addressee, and/or social structures which give the commanding agents the required
social power to make the command effective). More generally, utterances can en-
code a projection using a “wishful” expectation network (describing the state the
agent appears to desire). These expectation networks need to be matched with the
actual EN to identify the states within the actual EN the agent strives for.
If a projection refers to communicative behavior itself (e.g., a question demands a
communication), we talk about meta- or higher-order communication (cf. below).

Rational hulls Therational behavioran agent isexpectedto perform in order to make
a certain uttered projection become reality (using e.g. assertions, sanctions, nor-
mative behavior, negotiations, actions to increase trust and his reputation...). Here,
rationality only means ostensibly rational behavior towards ostensible agent goals,
which are not necessarily the true goals of the agent. The rational hull is defined
as the set of social expectations arising from the assumption that the uttering agent
tries (at least for some time) to maximize the probability that subsequent events are
consistent with its uttered projection (speech act perlocution is a special case of this
principle). Practically, the rational hull of an ECA is computed via a combination
of empirically learned, revisable experiences from past agent behavior in similar
contexts and the application of the rule of rational choice (cf. [11]). Rational hulls
are recursive in the sense that each element of a rational hull has its own rational
hull and so on, in their sum amounting to the empirical meaning of communication.

Figure 6 shows an EN modeling the future of some communication process.ECAX

is the utterance which encodesGoalY . This goal itself stands for several (seem-
ingly) desired states of the EN (yellow nodes). Since within the so-calledsphere of
communicationof ECAX (see below) it is expected that the uttering agent ratio-
nally strives for these states, certain EN paths leading to these states become more
likely (bold edges). Such behavior paths need to be (more or less) rational in terms
of their expected utility (e.g. in comparison with competing goal states), and they
need to reflect experiences from analogous agent behavior in the past.

Communication processesA set of probabilistically correlated utterances with the
following properties: 1) each agent acts in consistence with the rational hulls in-
duced from his utterances (which especially means that he does not contradict it-
self), and 2) each projection is consistent with 1), i.e. it does not deny that property



1) is met. 2) is somehow an empirical version of mentalunderstandingandtrust:
With each communication, an agent acknowledges with his own communicating
behavior implicitly that the other agent tries to get accepted his own projections.

Spheres of communicationEach utterance (more precisely: each ECA) can have its
own spheres of communication which describes the boundary of foreseeability of
its consequences (=semantics) in terms of the expected subsequent communication
process, i.e. the timely extend of a set of expected communication acts that are
consistent and correlated. Every communication process together with the foresee-
able expectation structures arising from this process creates thus a set of spheres
of communication. Together these spheres form a so-calledsocial interaction sys-
tem. Whereas a communication sphere is similar to the special sort of social sys-
tem calledinteraction systemknown from social systems theory [2], and resem-
bles some of the properties ofspheres of commitment[7], in our model spheres
of communications have dynamic, empirically discovered boundaries in the sense
that communications which do not fulfill the consistency criteria for communica-
tion processes at run-time mark their boundaries and are thus not part of it (e.g.,
misunderstandings and lies, if they become obvious). The most simple examples
for communication spheres are those that rely on normative structures (e.g. pro-
tocols), like auctions (cf. [9] for a case study on empirical expectation-oriented
modeling of a trading platform) and (agent-supported) forums on the internet, as
long as the agents do not break the communication laws of these systems.
A general Mirror-Holon accommodates exactly one communication sphere for its
source domain, and one for the targeted domain. Therefore, a single Mirror-Holon
is not able to model (communicatively revealed) misunderstandings and two or
more sets of communications that are not empirically correlated. In such cases,
multiple Mirror-Holons are required to bridge such inconsistencies and incoheren-
cies.

Higher-order expectation structures Social expectations which model multiple, prob-
ably inconsistent communication spheres at the same time.
At the moment, our formal model of expectation structures [19] does not allow for
an explicit modeling of higher-order expectation structures. But a communication
sphere can of course describe processes of higher-order communications (e.g. com-
munications about communications, generated by a Social System Mirror), which
can be modeled using an expectation network. Such an expectation network thus
models expectations that model expectation structures themselves, therefore some
sort of higher-order expectation structures.

Physical expectation structuresOptionally, expectation networks can additionally con-
tain domain-dependent expectation structures (i.e., ontological information about
the non-symbolic environment). These structures include expectations regarding
“physical” agent actions and other events in the agents’ environment. Their main
characteristic in comparison to communicative events (utterances) is that such events
do not consist of projections.



 

Fig. 7. Learning communication structures rational-empirically

4 Learning and Asynchronous Enactment of Social Structures

4.1 Derivation loop

Figure 7 depicts theEMPRATalgorithm for the derivation of expectation networks
(i.e. the semantics of communication sequences) from observed agent messages (please
refer to [11] for details). The figure shows its most basic kind—it needs to be adapted
depending from the concrete type of Mirror-Holon. If, for example, the system designer
wants to propagate normative social structures to the agents, it would be required to “in-
ject” static expectations (norms) into the derived ENs.

The algorithm starts with theinitial EN that contains given knowledge about the
communication system and predefined communication structures (like communication
protocols). Observed agent messages are used as learning examples for the inductive
building of a stochastic automaton, which is converted into an expectation network.
This “unbiased EN” therefore considers empirical experiences only (besides the initial
EN). To speed up the learning process, from this unbiased EN arationally-biasedEN
is generated by the application of rational choice rules which reflect the agents’ deci-
sion processes and rational attitudes (limited by the borders of the respective spheres
of communications). The process repeats for newly observed messages, using the latest
rationally-biased EN as a new initial EN.

The current version of this algorithm does not yet consider higher-order expectation
structures (required e.g. for the modeling ofquestions) and misunderstandings. Tradi-



tional speech act performatives like assertions as in Figure 1 are also not supported yet,
but can often easily be “emulated” using ECAs.

4.2 Execution

The straightforward, yet quite “naive” method to enact an EN is to usestochastic simu-
lation [29]. The algorithm can be sketched in pseudo-code as follows:

for i = 1..n {

execute(startnode)
}

with

functionexecute(node) {

for eachchildnodej in children(node) {

if (1/expect(childnodej))|i { (*)

emit(childnodej)

execute(childnodej)

}

}

}

Here, the whole expectation network is traversed top-downn times, beginning at
startnode (please refer to the formal framework of ENs as described e.g. in [19]). The
highern, the higher is the accuracy of the simulation process, i.e., the more closely
the probability distribution of the emitted actions resembles the probability distribution
represented by the expectation network.

Each call of the functionexecute traverses the child nodes of a certain node, and
recursively callsexecute with probability expect(childnodej) for each child node
childnodej (i.e. callsexecute iff i divides the inverse ofexpect(childnodej) with-
out a remainder).expect(childnodej) is the expectability ofchildnodej within the EN
(i.e. the probability the Mirror-Holons assigns), from the interval[0, 1].

Functionemit executes the action associated with the respective node. Depending
from the concrete type of Mirror-Holon, the holon could perform this action by itself,
or delegate the execution to the agent which originally contributed this action (norma-
tively, or via information only).



Of course, this way of executing an EN has several shortcomings. First of all,
repeating the whole executionn times does not necessarily reflect the behavior of
the original social system. Seemingly, improvements in this respect would be to call
execute(startnode) significantly less thann (or only once), and to replace condi-
tion (*) with the non-deterministic result of a random number generator which gen-
eratestrue with probabilityexpect(childnodej). Furthermore, the difference of emit-
ting communicative actions and “physical” actions is not considered, and no simplifica-
tion/clearance of the EN (in order to speed up the execution or to make it more reliable)
is performed here.

5 Differentiation and Communication of Mirror-Holons

So far, we did not say much about theboundariesof Mirror-Holons, i.e., the selection of
communication it observes and its sphere of activity within the respective MAS, and the
interaction of multiple Mirror-Holons. In general, a single Mirror-Holon could model
a complete multiagent system, provided that the trajectories of observed source com-
munications are communication processes in the sense of Section 3, i.e., the Mirror-
Holon represents a single sphere of communication . Thus a reason for having more
than one Mirror-Holon in a MAS would be the presence of multiple communication
spheres. This can occur if 1) some the communications show up inconsistencies re-
garding understandability (an agent contradicts himself, which can not be modeled
within a single sphere of communication) and 2) some of the communications are not
correlated statistically. In case 1), to model this inconsistency, we need to introduce
a metaMirror-Holon that accommodates higher-order social structures to provide a
model which explains these inconsistencies, whereas issue 2) could simply be handled
by multiple Mirror-Holons for each identified sphere.

In case a MAS is equipped with at least two Mirror-Holons, these Mirror-Holons
typically communication with each other for the following two reasons. First, pro-
vided that the interacting Mirror-Holons trust each other, one could supply the other
with information about social structures (i.e., meta-communicate about communication
processes). This is useful if one Mirror-Holon needs to model a certain source domain,
and the other Mirror-Holons emits (e.g., as a Social System Mirror) information about
this domain. Then the first mirror can simply query the required social structures from
the other Mirror-Holon instead of having to obtain them itself from agent observation.
Second, the communicative actions a Mirror-Holon performs in its targeted domain
might be observed by another Mirror-Holon. This indirect way of communication is
closely related to the concept of meta Mirror-Holons, because observing and modeling
the behavior of an actor which represents social structures can be seen as deriving some
sort of higher-order expectation structures.

Figure 6 shows a MAS which is equipped with five interacting Mirror-Holons.
Mirror-Holon 1 needs to model its targeted domain (Communication set B), which hap-
pens to be the source domain of Mirror-Holon 2. As a Social System Mirror, Mirror-
Holon 2 can communicate structure information about Communication set B to Mirror-
Holon 1, and thus Mirror-Holon 1 does not need to obtain expectation structures for its
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targeted domain itself (strictly speaking, Mirror-Holon 2 is part of the targeted domain
of Mirror-Holon 1, and Mirror-Holon 1 ignores all but the higher-order communication
generated by Mirror-Holon 2 within this domain).

The intersection of communication sets B and C shall contain inconsistencies. There-
fore, this intersection can not be modeled by a single Mirror-Holon. The source models
of Mirror-Holon 3 and 4 shall each represent a consistent subset of this intersection, and
put this subset into action in Communication set D. Mirror-Holon 3|4 is a meta Mirror-
Holon in the sense that it models the behavior of Mirror-Holon 3 and 4 as it appears in
communication set D.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced Mirror-Holons as means for the autonomy-preserving
influencing of multiagent systems at run-time. Because Mirror-Holons are on the one
hand based on the only two coordination principles that fully preserves agent autonomy,
namelyobservationand non-obstructiveinformation, and on the other hand Mirror-
Holons can be fully equipped with the ability to act and communicate, they bring to-
gether both poles of agent-oriented software development—complete passiveness and
the imposition of activity—and allow for a leveled, dynamic weighting of both ex-
tremes. General Mirror-Holons are a broad and abstract approach. But, while a lot of
work lies ahead, we nevertheless strongly believe that Mirror-Holons have the potential
to become useful coordination mechanisms especiallybecauseof their abstractness. As
we have seen, there is a large spectrum of Mirror-Holon subtypes and only a few fixed
design constraints which makes it likely that adequately tailored Mirror-Holons are ap-



plicable even for ill-defined, underspecified scenarios, where almost no assumptions
can be made about agent behavior.

Being an introductional work, this paper leaves much room for further specifica-
tions, applications and enhancements. As most important we consider to be the con-
tinuation of the implementation and evaluation of basic functional Mirror-Holon types
like the AFMH and the SFMH, and the theoretical implications of the general Mirror-
Holons, especially regarding the differentiation of multiagent system communications
into multiple spheres of communication (respectively their representing Mirror-Holons),
as we suspect that this kind of differentiation resembles to some degree the process of
Functional Differentiationdescribed by Social Systems Theory.
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